
The Need for Integrated Analytic Platforms and Multithreaded Runtime Systems 

The availability of data is changing science, commerce, society, and defense. Unfortunately, data 

comes in many different varieties and formats. Data is both historic and real-time creating 

enormous alignment, collection, processing, and error correcting challenges. Analytic workflows 

are complex graphs of software packages comprising a plethora of algorithms, data structures, 

data format, and programming models. Implementing the workflows by linking methods from 

subject-specific vertical libraries introduces significant data and parallel inefficiencies that 

cripple performance and scalability. I will review several application exemplars that epitomize 

the complexity of emerging workflows and argue for horizontal platforms that support a wide 

spectrum of data types, data structures, and methods without prejudice. We need platforms that 

support equally well linear algebra, relational operations, graph methods, and machine learning. 

We need platforms that can view data as matrices, tensors, tables, and graphs. We need platforms 

that can implement data parallelism, synchronous and asynchronous tasks, map-reduce, and 

client-server protocols. We need platforms that can tolerate small messages and fine-grain 

synchronization events (dynamic task scheduling and atomic memory operations). 

 

I will conclude by describe a scalable, high-performance mixed analytic platform that we have 

developed at PNNL that meets the requirements of emerging workflows.  The platform supports 

a variety of analytic methods, data structures, and parallel programming models. It processes 

effectively at-rest and streaming data.  The platform relies on aggressive multithreading and data 

aggregation, rather than data partitioning, to tolerate fine-grain irregular memory accesses and 

atomic memory operations. I will provide both application examples and performance results. 
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